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Try Something New
WILL’S JAMS

Every morning I wake up
I want the same breakfast to eat
When I leave for school
I’ll only wear my favourite shoes on my feet
After school 
I only like a couple of activities
Trying something new always
Leaves me ill at ease

Never rode a bike, without training wheels
I’m a little picky, when it comes to meals
When we go for sushi, I won’t try the eels
I don’t like a surprise, until I’ve seen what  
it reveals

Never tried a new language, like Spanish  
or Chinese
Swimming in the ocean, that will make  
me freeze 
Haven’t read philosophy, Plato or Socrates
And when it comes to hiking, well, nature 
makes me sneeze 

CHORUS
Well I’ve never tried before
But I might try it with you
Well I’ve never tried before
It’s time to try something new

Never tried parcours, don’t have the  
muscle tone
Never played a trumpet, or a slide trombone
Not a fan of cherries, don’t like the  
cherry stone

Don’t like to share my jokes, afraid that you 
might groan

CHORUS

Don’t know about rhythm, never tried to dance
I haven’t learned French, never been to France
Don’t like getting dirty, in the garden  
planting plants
All this makes me nervous, I don’t like to  
take a chance

CHORUS

Nervous ’bout the mountains 
Never tried to ski  Gonna try it
I’m afraid of heights   
Never climbed a tree Gonna try it
Haven’t tried eggplant  
Or tasted Kimchi Gonna try it
When I listen to radio   
Only CBC  Gonna try it
I don’t like spelling  Gonna try it
Enter a spelling bee  Gonna try it
Never rode a horse Gonna try it
Or even a pony Gonna try it
Never tried piano Gonna try it
Can’t find middle C Gonna try it
Don’t like too much sun Gonna try it
Overdosing on vitamin D Gonna try it

CHORUS
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hygiene and eugene
WILL’S JAMS

There are two kids on the scene
Who always keep themselves real clean
One of them is named Eugene
And the other is his sister Jean

CHORUS
Wash your face and ears…Eugene
Floss and brush your teeth… Eugene
Scrub your hands they’re dirty…Eugene…
Don’t stop until you count to thirty…Hygiene

Let’s start with my friend Eugene
I find that he is really keen
To make sure that he’s always clean
He’s my friend with the best hygiene
CHORUS

Next we have his sister Jean
She’s pretty cute, and she wears high jeans
When I see her I say “Hi Jean”
“My you have really good hygiene”

Wash your face and ears…Yeah Jean
Floss and brush your teeth…Yeah Jean
Scrub your hands they’re dirty…Yeah Jean
Don’t stop until you count to thirty…Hygiene
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just imagine
WILL’S JAMS

CHORUS
Use your imagination
With a little determination
There’s no limitation
When you use your imagination
If you imagine it
If you work at it
If you never quit
Well, just imagine

There was a man, imagined he could fly
He watched the birds and said, “Oh, why can’t I?”
Worked hard with his brother, built a plane that could fly
Well he imagined it, and he took it to the sky
CHORUS

When I was a little kid, I liked to sing for everyone
I loved an audience, it was always lots of fun
I dreamed when I’d grow up, sing for people with my guitar
Well I imagined it, now I’m a pebble star!
CHORUS

What do you think about, when you day dream
Some cool ideas I bet, but impossible they may seem
But what you imagined, you may realize
If you work hard at it, you just might be surprised
CHORUS
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make friends with 
an earthworm

WILL’S JAMS

There is an earthworm living in my compost
In fact he’s only one of quite a few
He and his buddies eat up some of our garbage
Then we can use it to grow something new

CHORUS
So if you meet an earthworm today
Be happy and don’t be afraid
‘Cause earthworms are an important part of our world
So make friends with an earthworm today

There is a spider living in my basement
A beautiful web she has spun
Sometimes I watch her catch a fly in it
Later she’ll eat the prize that she has won
CHORUS (spider)

There is a bee that visits my mom’s flowers
He pollinates them and helps them to thrive
But that’s not all he also makes something sweet
It’s honey that he’ll share from his hive
CHORUS (honeybee)

So if you meet someone who’s scared of these critters
Maybe you can help them understand
They help to make our world a better place
They all help to enrich the land
CHORUS (earthworm)
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reading revival
WILL’S JAMS

CHORUS
I’m going to read, I’m going to read,
I’m going to read, I’m going to read in the library

Take a look and choose a book
About Peter Pan or Captain Hook
He’s an awful pirate, a meanie and a crook

You can read about our friend Charlie
And his visit to Willy Wonka’s factory
The Oompa Loompas make all kinds of crazy candy
CHORUS

A book transports you to Hogwarts
You can read about Harry and Voldemort
Now Quidditch is practically my favourite sport

Asterix and Obelix
Are super strong thanks to Getafix
Hunting wild boar is how they get their kicks
CHORUS

One fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish
That Dr. Seuss is very seussish
Don’t forget Horton, the Lorax and the Grinch

That cuddly bear, Winnie the Pooh
Along with Tigger, Kanga and Roo
Were inspired by the author’s visit to the zoo
CHORUS

So don’t be shy just sing with me
About reading in the library
The more you read, the more your mind is free
CHORUS
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hockey’s just really cool
WILL’S JAMS

CHORUS
My friends and I, we’ve got a hockey team
We play every day after school
Our fans are hard to find
But we don’t really mind
‘Cause to us, hockey’s just really cool

Our buddy Paul, he is really tall
We’ve renamed him the “Wall”
He plays back on “D” and kills most penalties
And wears great big pads on his knees
CHORUS

Check out Claire, she’s our star player
She once scored six goals in a day
Even if we lose, she doesn’t want to hear the boos
Cause she’s a good sport either way
CHORUS
 
My friend Chuck, he likes to pass the puck
And Janet, she can sure hit the net
But most important don’t forget Ravinder
Cause he’s our best goaltender
CHORUS
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ella’s umbrella
WILL’S JAMS

CHORUS
The Raindrops fall to the ground
1, 2, 3 falling all around
I’m going to take a step outside
I’ll open my umbrella wide
I’ll walk in puddles on the ground
I’ll spin my umbrella around
I’m in my boots, my name is Ella
And I just love my umbrella

The rain has to fall
But I don’t mind it at all
It lands and then starts to flow
And everything around will grow
CHORUS

The forecast is calling for rain
It must be that time again
The rain, it falls from a cloud
And if there’s thunder it is loud
CHORUS

The rain it falls and flows downhill
The water into lakes they fill
Then rushing rivers to the ocean
And it starts again with evaporation
CHORUS
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trikers
WILL’S JAMS

When I was only two
I got my first trike
It had flames on the side
And it was chromed up nice

CHORUS A
People in the neighbourhood, they don’t know what to do
When I roll up, in temporary tattoos
They call me the triker, and I’m in preschool
I own the sidewalk, and I’m super cool, yeah!

Now there are my friends
I met in the park
They also ride trikes
But not after dark

CHORUS B
People in the neighbourhood, they don’t know what to do
When we roll up, in temporary tattoos
They call us the trikers, and we’re all in preschool
We own the sidewalk, and we’re super cool, yeah!

When it’s nice outside
Put on our backpacks
We cruise around the block
Then we eat some fruit snacks
CHORUS B
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Rocks and Roots
WILL’S JAMS

CHORUS
Trails and boots, rocks and roots
Trails and boots, rocks and roots
Love exploring some brand new routes
Trails and boots, rocks and roots

Walking by the river, after the rain
It’s magical when the sun comes out again
The sky turns blue, you can see the steam
And if you’re lucky, salmon swimming up the stream

Hike in the mountains, or by the sea
There’s no TV, I’d rather climb a tree
Look for an eagle, or even a squirrel
Lots of fun for every boy and girl

CHORUS

With my family, I like to explore
So much to see on the forest floor
Might see a slug, pinecones galore
Or maybe a bug we’ve never seen before

CHORUS

Send me a postcard, stick on a stamp
Show me your favourite place where you  
like to camp
Let’s pitch a tent, everyone pitch in
Pitch a baseball, time for violin

CHORUS


